








opinions abait the establishment of
courses in esperimental theatre work at
very stvongly that s uch courses should
be instituted here a part of the aca-
demic curriculum t afford fuller op-
portunity for those eriously interested
in dramatic work, particularly the
various aspects of production, stu-
dents should not be allowed to major
in such a field, as that would bring the
undesirable element of professionalism
into college work; but earnest study in
the experimental theatre line would be
of gieat value in no only supplement-
ing but acting as a link between the
Departments of Art. English Composi-
tion. and Reading a d Speaking. Re-
quirements for this course, to limit it
to students seriously interested, would
from the head of one of the depart-
ments perhaps being necessary. While
students in this field would und
ediy be of gi-eat assistance to Barn
productions, no governing link should
exist between the academic am
extra-curricular dramatic work-
would still offer to those interestei
not vitally, in the theatre the freedom
and fun of amateur efforts.
Katherine King. 1930—Wellesley
rather far behind other colleges
dramatic work, and the introduction
a course in production would help to
advance its progress in this Une. a:
as being of really practical wor
the students concerned. Of cour
make experimental theatre work o
value to the people engaged in
director with professional experience
would be needed, especially in the
initial stages of such an undertaking.
Mrs. Masefield Speaks
On a Social Historian
On the evening of November 11, Mi's,
Muriel Masefield of Oxford gave a talk
about the charming eighteenth century
diarist, Fanny Burney, who moved in
circle where studied grace and elegance
of living were cultivated.
Though not born into high society,
Fanny Burney represented literary
circles there, and met the galaxy of
eighteenth century figures who appear
in her fiction and diary. As an atten-
dant upon the Queen, she came in
close contact with George III and his
family, and gives a distinct characteri-
zation of the many princesses. Moving
in circles frequented by the Duchess of
Portland, Dr. Johnson, Edmund Burke,
Sir Joshua Reynolds, Sheridan. Gar-
rick, and Mrs. Montagu, Fanny Bui
"tried to achieve the ideal delicacy of
female behaviour,"
Writing Considered Unladylike
Mrs. Masefield gave a delightful pic-
re of Fanny burning, at the age oi
fifteen, all her literary efforts, because
unt thought writing an unfemi-
Dccupation. When fame came tc
le was delighted, but also shocked,
Masefield said that the clue tc
Fanny Burney's pose was to be found
delight at the Queen's statement
he authoress was "too delicate to
• the 1
' proving : the 1
arily br
Virginia Thayer 1931—A course in
rroduction is really much needed to
ive the students who are anxiou to
am something about production
nethods a fair chance for study and
s to which they can
(Continued on Page 2, Col, 2)
N. S. F. A. Plans Broadcasts
Of Special Student Import
The National Student Federation of
the United States of America, starting
on January 3, will broadcast monthly a
special program for students. These
piograms are to consist chiefly of ad-
dresses by men prominent in public
affairs who have messages of impor-
rance both to college students and to
This series of broadcasts is being put
on the air through the courtesy of the
Columbia Broadcasting system. Inc.
over their national system of 52 sta-
tions. The N. S. P. A. feels that as a
unifying force among the colleges this
plan v.'Wl be difficult to surpass. The
first program of January 3 will consist
of a talk by Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur,
President of Leland Stanford Univer-
sity, on the subject of "The American
Students Responsibility of Citi2enship
in the Modern World." The music for
the program will be songs by the quar-
tet of the Yale University Glee Club.
the publication of Evelina, there were
few novels that a woman could un-
blushingly say that she had even read.
Fanny Burney's works are especially
delightful in their reproduction of types
of her day. said Mrs. Masefield. She
pictures the last pliase of the eoverning
aristocracy of England,—the country
gentleman who expected to sit
liament if he wanted to. a leisurely
class of people like that of the fifth
century B. C. in Athens. They were
as Mrs. Masefield put it, "an irridescenl
foam on the surface of eighteenth cen-
tury waters." For example Mr. Thrale
would not allow Mrs. Thrale to
anything to do with
of her house for fear that it
COMING EVENTS
On Piiday evening, January 10. Miss
Ferguson of the Botany Department
will give a lecture on Forestry. This
lecture is the second of evening lectures
in the regular 101 Botany course; the
first was given on Monday evening,
December 16. and was on the subject
of Forests. The coming lecture will
begin at 7.30 o'clock and is open to all.
Although it is given for the Botany
students, the problem of the
and their preservation is
question of widespread ii
On Sunday afternoon. January 12,
Lady Clare Annesley of the British
Labour Party will speak in Shakespeare
The Labour Party and World
Peace." Tea will be served at 3.30. and
the talk will be given promptly at 4.00.
by Christian
Liberal Club.
E. H. Sothern Is To Appear







15, 1930, in All
le Hall at 4.40 in the afternoon.
The department is glad to fulfill its
obligation to the College by announcing
that this recital is to take the place of
the one that was postponed earlier in
trayedFop and Languishing Female
Mrs. Masefield mentioned
pictured by Fanny Burney. illustrating
her points with amusing quotations.
There is the beau and fop. in the per-
sons of Lord Orville. Sir Clement, and
Sir Sedley, indilTerent to an extreme
but not greatly exaggerated, since in
very like them. Another type that
Fanny Burney pictures is the languish-
ing female. There is Indiana, who has
been taught to nourish every fear as
becoming, a quality that makes her
fascinating to a young Oxonian. That
Fanny Burney was not exaggerating is
shown by Lady Hawk of her diary—
Mausoleum of a Lady. Dicken's Mrs.
Witittily is a descendant of this type.
One of Fanny Burney's most attrac-
tive portraits is that of her husband,
with whom she lived the romance that
Mrs. Masefield
ight approach to Fanny Burney is to
consider her a social historian, who
le allowed to stage her scene.
than to analyze her art from a
artistic point of view.
Though not very literary, she repre-







eason. The Sothern tick,
chased for the first reading wil
cepted on January 15,
Tickets will be on sale at the :
muary 14. from one to four
afternoon, and at the box offic
of the recital. Single
Edith Wynne Matthison Will












China with her seething internal
warfare figures daily on the American
front page; but each succeeding Chi-
The present revolutionary
in China started back in 1925 when
Sun Yat Sen. popularly known as
"China's Saviour." inaugurated a Na-
tionalistic
Chir the
; for he claimed
that its tendencies were becoming
dangerously imperialistic. But Sun
Yat Sen died before he coi
his plans and his place w
his chief aide and general,
taken by
) then :It is Chiang Ka
ceeded in overthrowing the Republic,
whose capital was at Peking, and in
establishing a Nationalist government
of his own, with Nanking for the new
capital: a government which has now
lasted for two years. Chiang does not
call himself president of the country,
but declares himself head of the Na-
tional Committee.
Position Perilous
isition is perilous, for he
a small section of China
und Nanking and Shang-
hai is. the Yangtze River basin.
is north is Chang Hsueh Liang.
ostile governor of the fertile pro-
of Manchuria, a province coveted








play written by her husband. Charles
Rann Kennedy. Because of her beau-
tifully smooth speaking voice and pure
diction, two years ago she received the
medal offered by the American Acad-
emy of Arts and Letters. This medal
has been won by Otis Skinner and
Walter Hampden in other years. It is
this Academy of Arts and Letters
which is sponsoring the contest to de-
termine the best radio announcing
Acclaimed on both sides of the At-
lantic as one of the foremost tragic
actresses of our day. Mrs. Kennedy
(Edith Wynne Matthison) has given
many readings of Shakespearian roles
and Greek tragedies, and often ap-
pears in plays written by Mr. Kennedy.
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy work together,
directing the department of drama at
Bennet School in Middlebrook. New
York. Mr. Kennedy is known as joint
r. actor and producer.
Elizabeth Bradstreet, 1930,
Wins Journalistic Contest
The committee appointed to sel
the Wellesley candidate for tlTe co
m in journalism, sponsored
the New York Herald-Tribune and t
Woman's Press Club of New York, a
Miss Elizabeth Bradstreet,
Feng Yu Hsing and Yen Hsi Shan hold
the provinces of Honan, Shansi, and
Chiang
them with his
while Manchuria is as yet too worried
Russia to be of any immediate
danger to the Nationalistic goverrunent.
The present crisis centers therefore
I the southeast and south of the
Yangtze River basin. From Hankow.
General Tang Sen Chi. once of the
Nationalist party but at present a con-
against the capital. Nanking.
This past week, of December 7 to 14,
the complete evacuation of
Nanking by foreigners, always a dan-
ger signal; but in spite of expectations
to the contrary the Nationalists are
holding out and have even repulsed the
their capital.
Peasant Support
Near Canton, in the sout:
war lord, Chang Pa-Kwei, who is sup-
ported by the peasant element of
China, is leading his famous "Iron Side
Division" rebels against Canton. He.
too, suffered defeat at the hands of
Chiang's soldiers this past week.
Thus China struggles. Chiang Kai
Shek, who stands at the head of the
prosperous bourgeoisie, cannot unify
the country because he cannot com-
pletely subdue the hostile factions that
surround him. Feudal barons, com-
munism, the peasantry, all have their
grievances and their leaders. Their
ards may be bought or beaten into
/ity but they are not eliminated.
exclude Nanking's authority,
en too China has her foreign
troubles. Japan. England, and Prance
fluence. The United States alone has
al wealth of China than in trade
; the other powers. Furthermore,
iuties on the trade which the
United States does carry on with
China, are less under the government
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)
M.DELOREY TALKS
ON ISLAM MOSAICS
Described Finding of Mosaics
of Rare Beauty in Damascus
at Mosque of Walid I
TELLS OF DIFFICULTY
M. de Lorey, formerly of the French
diplomatic service, and now in charge
of the French Institute of Islamic Art
and Archaeology in Damascus, lectured
on his recent discoveries, on Tuesday
evening, December 10, in Alumnae Hall.
M. de Lorey has done much to increase
the knowledge of Islamic art by his ex-
cavations, which have brought to light
many interesting frescoes, copies of
which are to be exhibited later in the
year. One of his greatest works has
been to preserve and restore the Palace
Azem in Damascus, of which he showed
two slides.
In his lecture M. de Lorey confined
himself to a description of the mosaics
which he uncovered in the Mosque in
Damascus.
He began with an outline of the his-
tory of the site of the Mosque on which
has been originally a Roman temple
to Jupiter Damascenus. built by Septi-
mus Severus and CaracuUa, of which
only three columns and part of the
pediment are still standing. In the
fifth century, Theodosius built a Chris-
tian church with a large courtyard. In
the early eighth century, Walid I
domed the church and decorated the
walls of the court yard. He decorated
it gorgeously for political reasons: he
wished to excel the Mosque Omar in
Jerusalem and make Damascus a re-
ligious and commercial center. To
show how well Walid succeeded. M.
de Lorey read the glowing description
of the Mosaics, written in 985 by Bo-
dacci, who tells of the seventeen ship-
loads of gold, the precious jewels and
the seven years' work which were
spent on the mosaics.
After the historical background. M.
de Lorey told of his difficulties in rais-
of removing the plaster from the walls
of the courtyard and of his success in
1928. when he uncovered a panel 115x24
feet on the west side of the court.
Now he has 2600 so, ft. uncovered.
He explained the method of making
small square cubes of colored glass in
;he damp layer of fine, smooth plaster
which coated the rougher plaster of
alls. This made clear how deli-
Jontinued on Page 2. Col. 2)
Friendly Society To Hold
Christmas Ball At Alumnae
bell ( Thur;
day sounds our release ftom bondage,
we screw up our fountain pens and
close our books with a joyful bang and
hie ourselves to the station; Wellesley
is deserted, left alone for three short
weeks, untenanted except by shadows
and ghosts. Alumnae Hall, however,
before being abandoned to its memories
areams. will be the scene of one
festivity before January 8. The
ion is the Annual Charity Ball,
given by the Wellesley Friendly Aid
;y. which is a local charitable or-
ganization supported entirely by volun-
contributions from the townspeo-
ple. Billy Boyle's orchestra will play.
1 the intermission will give several
,lty acts, featuring an accordion
Fflayer and some vocal numbers. Re-
freshments will be served during the
evening. The dance is open to the
general public, the tickets being S5.00
couple and $3.00 for stags.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
I. PEABODY DESCRIBES TRAGIC




for many years. After hearing thi
talk given by Mr. Peabody of the Mor
ris High School in New York City, ii
Agora on Monday, December 9, the tru(
extent of their bravery was evident
Using slides, which showed pictures o
the men at the time of the Yellow
Fever Campaign, and facts which hi
has gathered in the last few years, Mr
Peabody succeeded in giving a remark'
achievements of the heroes In thlJ
Briefly. Mr. Peabody traced the his-
tory of yellow fever, showing its origin
in Africa and its transmission to Cuba
by the slave ships. Prom the island
the fatal mosquito traveled intc
Southern United States and u
far as Boston, Because its pre
caused a huge number of deaths
ing the Spanish American War,
United States became interested ii
study of the disease, and the con
By December 31 of the same year,
every fact was known, due to the per-
severance and bravery of the men con-
cerned. The relation of the mosquito
to the spread of the disease had been
suspected by one far-seeing scientist,
Carroll and Reed established their
camp outside of the city, building two
wooden shacks. By offering $100 to
every man who would submit himself
afford to turn very thorough
Such a course would act as
for the concrete applica-
tion of principles and theories set forth
by other departments, such as Ai-t and
English Composition—a true combina-
tion of the cultural and the practical,
The study of production would inevita-
bly benefit the college as a whole, for
the experience gained from working
out problems under direction would re-
flect itself in Barn presentations,
affecting not only those taking part,
but also the general enjoyment of the
audience. Wellesley would be able to
do better work in the fleld of the
theatre, yet a
Mary L. Stix, 1931—1 think a c
production is wanted, not a whole
experimental theatre. With the latter
the college at large would have m
e to take part in dramatics, as i
tend to overshadow if not sup-
plant the less restricted but less tech-
lly perfect extra-curricular organi-
DTI. Professionalism cuts out tht
college as a whole—Vassar has founc
ts system is too exclusive; but a
; in production would have norte
ENGLISH FOLK DANCING CLASS
WILL BEGIN AFTER CHRISTMAS
holidays a cla
in Country Dancing will be held
Agora every Monday evening from 7
:
:30 t The
Some of these men submitted thi
selves to the most horrjble kind of
perience, when they volunteered
spend twenty nights, sleeping in clo
ing and beds which had been occupied
by men and women who had died from
the disease.
The results of these experiments
known to everyone—the tragic death of
Dr. Lazear. which proved forever the
fatality of the mosquito bite. The
consequences to the subjects of the




who volunteered but recovered have
been too weakened to make a strong
fight in the business world. These
people havc all been receiving the
munificient pension of $100 monthly;
a group has now begun worlimg to
raise th s insignificant sum to $250
and in conclusion Mr. Peabody urged
bill, as soon as it is decided, and to
wi-ite to State Congressmen petitioning
them to support this worth-while
VOCATIONAL FIELD TRIP
The problems of her course of life
after she leaves college is of great im-
portance to the senior. This year the
Vocational Bureau, in addition to its
usual program of lectures, offers a
series of fleld trips in order that the
seniors may see the practical applica-
tion and actual operation in flelds in
which they are interested. The first
trip was to the Massachusetts General
Hospital, where they saw at first hand
many of the types of work offered by
hospitals. In January, there will be a
trip to the Editorial offices of Ginn
and Company for those interested in
the editing and publishing of books.
Later there will be a visit to Hathaway
House Book Shop to study the methods
used there. In the spring, those inter-
ested in law. politics, and public ser-
vice will be given the opportunity to
attend the Massachusetts State Legis-
lature in session at the Boston State
The lectures given under the direc-
tion of the college departments include
Education. Music. Science, and Mathe-
matics, as well as one by Dr. Burges
Johnson, now Professor of English and
Director of Public Relations at Syra-
cuse University, on Earning a Living by
the actors in such a theatre should be
confined to any small group, but that
the courses in production should be
open only to a limited number juniors
and seniors, with prerequisites, so that
many students would be able to bene-
fit from this institution. The theatre
tured minds, and study is needed to
appreciate its developments. It seems
to me quite as essential to keep in step
with modern culture as with classical,
class, which will begin on January
will be open to members of the faculty
and graduate students. The fee
be $7.50 to $10.00, depending on
many sign up. All who are interested
are asked to notify Miss Mildred C
Stone, 1915. whose telephone number
is Wellesley 1765-M, or to wite Care oi
the English Folk Dance Society, 8"!
Beacon Street. Boston. Miss Louise
Chapin, head teacher of the Boston
Branch, is to take charge of the class.
Country Dancing is not new—some
of the dances date back to 1650. The
dances and music are both authentic,
each dance having its Individual air,
collected and restored to general use
by the painstaking effort of the late
Cecil Sharp.
English folk dancing was introduced
in recent years to the United States
through the efforts of Mrs. James J.
Storrow by one of Mr. Sharp's prize
students. Mrs. R. K. Conant, now di-
rector of the Boston Branch of the
English Folk Dance Society. It has
nany
COLLEGE GIRLS DEVISt' OWN
METHODS FOR COUNTING TIME
Whoever maintains that college girls
are not enterprising, should pause and
consider the ingenious devices their
active minds invent for tHe pursuit of
a subject in which their interest is
keen—that is, the scientific indexing of
the time that remains i
vacation, expressed in




group of trained workmen who were
ost successful, and worked very
rapidly.
The part of the lecture which M. de
Lorey enjoyed most was the detailed
description of the mosaics themselves.
)wed first the separate fragments,
len showed and explained the
Danel on the west wall, which has
peacock feathers and acan-
leaves. The scene on the panel
f trees and buildings. The trees
most lovely and clearly differen-
d to represent walnut, apple, and
Cyprus. At the bottom of the scene
ms a river with billowy water which
he houses are interesting in showing
1 the different types of architecture.
These mosaics are especially inter-
esting, for although the other mosaics
region are distinctly Byzantine,
these show infiuences of Alexandria in
istic treatment of the trees
and background and the feeling for
interesting
with Miss Avery's discoveries at
i Antiqua. where she found a
Alexandrian infiuence in the f
of the eighth century, which
contemporary. These mosai
substantiate Miss Avery's conclusion
he late seventh and eighth
after the Mohammedans es-
tablished themselves in Alexandria,
fluence carried by the
the captured city,
de Lorey concluded by giving the
d on style for the attri-
bution of these mosaics to Walid I and
showed how at no other time was found
such a combination of Alexandrian and
Byzantine styles.
of the intere
prove that nine out of ten stv
majoring in mathematics
seconds, until their respective
pulls out of the station. For e:
one girl is leaving for the west
one o'clock special. At one
Saturday noon she crossed o
432001£/i second, leaving only 432000
seconds until the desired time. These
to relieve any boredom felt in the rush
of the last few days. Students
that few pleasures can equal that of






active rooms for perman
and transient guests
11 Waban Street
Breakfast served if desired
WeUesley 0218-W
TYPEWRITERS
sold, rented and repaired
H. L. FLAGG CO.
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
HOURS. 2:30 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
Waban Block Tel. Wei. 0300-W
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Welle.ley Sq. Phono 1901-1900
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellenloy Sq.
Tel. Wei. 0566
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST





charts forin a fitting setting for the
valuable information contained therein.
Fantastic designs surround circles rep-
resenting seconds on one chart. On
another the seconds are arranged
around a sundial, at least it appeared
fugit" scrawled ironically across the
Many girls still use the good old-
r doll method. A sopho-
had sailors standing erect in £
Each morning she pulled off one
This method is all right for those whc
content themselves with general-
Another interesting way of record-
; the remaining days is the stocking
metliod. For those who
stockings five days before they
, this method is excel-
lent and quite simple. It is necessary
ar a clean pair of stockings on
of the remaining days. The
er left each morning will then
equal the remaining days.
This intensive research goes to prove
that the college girl is a person ot in-







conflicting. A few days ago. Glenn
Frank. President of tlie University,
apparently planned to use the
of tire "experimental college'
whole Unlvei-sity.
accounts, howevei*, hint at a disagree-
ment between Dr. Meikeljohn and




stirring and packing I
Yet they found time, in c
busiest periods of the yei
Christmas dinners and parties.
Tuesday night, during which each girl
costly gift (price 10c)
poem. After
there was dancing in the gayly
On Monday night in Tower Court
juniors entertained after dinner with
the St. George Masque. It
'
the great hall In front
the fireplace, which supplied i
light in the room. Novelty
The New York Times
the Wail
Street panic without
amples are cited of
remarkable ability to cash compassion
has brought people through what
might have been overwhelming
ties. One crippled
cessful in the begging trade that she
much as $25 daily,
finally amassing a small
means of which she ma
apartment in mid-town, a maid,




keep her comfortable while she ^^J "j^^'^^h M,ss McGrego:
at home. An Englishman, by means ',^' ^" which sh
of a well-fabricated hard-luck story r'"P'°>'^ '" Tower.
succeeded in gathering together more ^'
than he had lost through a bank fail- Severance, also on Monday night, had
ure. One is afraid to speculate on "" °^'^ English Christmas party during
what disastrous results might have '*'""?' The entertainers presented a
occun-ed had these stories been known ""^sque. sang carols, a
a few weeks ago.
I
bo^rs head around the
Embowered lamp posts is the latest
suggestion for the beautification of
New York City. This method of civic
horticulture has been tried and ap-
proved in Minneapolis, but one wonders
just what is done in cold weather. And
would be the reaction of the motorist,
pictured in The New York Times, who
would crash into one of these aesthet-
ically satisfying new lamp-posts, to be










While there are stars, there is hope,
and even the astronomy professors will
some day have their opportunity of
quizzing aspirants tor the doctor's de-
gree. For the first time in thirty-four
years a candidate for the doctor's de-
gree in astronomy presented his thesis
to Copenhagen University on Decem-
ber 12.
of sympathy and kindliness
the Congress of the
United States, unexpected as that an-
nouncement may seem. Repentant for
an action which Speaker Longworth
characterized as "vei-y bad taste," it
voted to delete "applause" from the
Monday issue of the Congressional
Record, in that section which describes
the reaction to the remark of Repre-
Huddleston that the Haitens
ke to slash President Borno
Out of an amirably well-dr
group of dolls, exhibited at T. z. E.
House last Thursday, the prize for the
best dressed went to an infant in
knitted cap, sweater, and booties
and the prize for the most original
was accorded to Margaret Stirlmg
blue sweater outfits, including berets
and mittens, and tan coats. Mrs. Ewing
and Mr. Zigler, assisted by Miss Betty
'ane Zigler and Josephine Maghee, '30,
I'ere the judges.
Many of the costumes exhibited
riginality and gave evidence of
nd thought spent on them. Among
the foreign repi-esent
Albanian, a Japanese, and a pair of
One of the youngsters
was provided with a hand-painted pic-
ture-book so that while she was waiting
to be judged she could amuse herself
by looking at giraffes and birds. An-
other thoughtful provision were the
overnight bags which some of the dolls
possessed. One doll, probably inclined
to dancing, wore her ballet costume of
etty Knode and Margot Bell.
PHI SIGMA
Stones, especially the magic variety
nnected with folk-lore and typified
by Stonehenge in England, were dis-
cussed by Mrs. Laura H. Loomis. Pro-
fessor of English Literature, in a pro-
gram meeting of Phi Sigma Wednes-
day, December 11. Mrs. Loomis, whose
specialty is Arthurian and romantic I
legends, spoke informally upon this







A costume high in favor with young things
this season. The heavy brick tweed suit
with its flared skirt and chamois hned jacket
is "simply grand" for skating, and the
chamois blouse adds a chic, new note. Or
you may wear it over one of our fine im-
ported sweaters to achieve a colorful effect
"toi
place where he is eating and drinking.
In the Federal Court in Brooklyn the
Assistant United States Attorney dis-
covered that there are places and
places for the sale of liquor. It was
that a store in question
The defendant claimed
that it had not a bar but a counter.
"Was there a brass rail before the
counter?" queried Judge Byers.
Upon receiving no for an answer, he
counter. Which
have the requl- I from
had
(Continued from Page 1. Col. 4)
when subject
r that 1
Washington consequently favors Chi-
nese unity. Britain, France, and Japan
oppose it. They would oppose anything
that threatens to unite China and
thereby weakens their regional foot-
holds.
Thus China has foreign influences
pulling her apart from without and in-
alrles ravaging her within,
ve or six centuries behind
Europe in government, for she has not
yet completed her transformation from
1 medieval Into a modem state. And
old China hands" predict a lapse of
me to three generations before
[ number
change is really complete.
LIBERAL CLUB ANNOUNCES
PLANS FOR^ JANUARY MEETINGS I
Immediately after vacation Liberal
Club will hold two interesting meet-
t urges the colleges to en-
remember the dates when
weary and dazed from va-
cation. The first meeting is on
day afternoon, January 12, when
will be a tea at Shakespeare
also by Christian Association, at which
Lady Clare Annesley of the British La-
bour Party will talk on "The Labour
Party and World Peace."
The second meeting will be on the
following week, either Thursday or
Friday. It will be under the auspices
Liberal Club, that the Massa-
s Leagues of Women Voters may
;e a group In the college. The
League of Women Voters Is a national,
nd local organization, in forty-
five states of the Union, and in
many colleges and universities. Th
League presents authoritative in
formation necessary to help any gh
to vote Intelligently and to caiTy o;
her part of citizenship. Progi-essiv
measures of legislation are supported
throughout the country by the League
only after they have been placed on
the National progi'am for two years'
study and have been accepted. Ballot-
marking classes, Citizenship Schools,
Jury Service for Women, Better Labor
Laws for Women, and the field of In-
temational Co-operation to Prevent
'ar are some of the outstanding points
the League's program.
There will be a speaker from the
State Office of the League of Women
Voters to discuss the winter's legisla-
program and plans for organlza-
whlch tentatively outline a Wel-
lesley College League with a restricted
thii-ty members. All upper
e invited to attend 1
















\ Hotel Martha Washington
A (Exclusively for "Women)
! 29 East 29th Street 30 East 30th StreetNEW YORK CITY
The Ideal Residence for Those Com
r to Enjoy the Many Cultural
DAILY RATES -
IS with Running Water
. .
IB to Town for Shopping, the Theatres
dvantages Offctcd in New York.
NONE HIGHER
• l°'°"'~ S2.00 . 2.50For Two— 3.00 . 3.50
• For One — 3.00 . 3.50 . 4.00
For Two— 4.00 . S.OO . 6.00
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young to remember much of the 1
though we have naturally
bitter though general hatred of al
But our hatred is a negative 1
we do little positively for peace. E
indefinitely we college people wil
against war. but we apparently
but little real knowledge and app
are now going on in the world. Most
ot us. at least, know little of
treaties and pacts which are being
veloped for our protection.
Some one will object that inter
tlonal affairs are too vast a subject
college students. Never are they
big to be considered
Peace Is not too large a subject for
college people to work definitely for.
Yet what have we done about it? Even
Da:




There are various explanations for
vacation but the most logical and
oEHcial is that all work and no play
have dire results while a rest to mind
and eyes are con-espondingly
That a quiz just before v
pleted work is understandable, but that
tion. But each year the
ot using the Christmas vacation as a
date-mark for term papers, monthly
papers, and special papers, as well as
quizzes and reports of every nature has
become more evident to the faculty.
Those who announce theirs first, find
sufficient student coooperation. Those
less fortunate are met with protests
from their burdened classes but, justly
mant. However, the result is an
amount of work at this time that keeps
any of it from receiving due time and
thought. The papers due after the
holidays must be done at home.—and
the purpose of vacation is defeated.
The all
Wellesley are submitted I
and approved by Senate so that con-
flicts will not occur. Conflicts in aca-
some of this care were taken to regu-
late them, it might be more in keeping
with the purpose of college as well as
cast on girls' colleges that thi
sequestered unnaturally for
discovering the validity
of this claim than by analyzing the
present situation. To begin with, a
number of college girls do not leave to
go out into the great outside world.
They merely pass from one college
community to another unless they go
into university teaching. Consequently,
their preparation here is eminently
suited to their after life. Others leave
college and marry before they have
much time to find and try to meet the
outer conditions. Then they spend
family and by the time the family is
no longer the foremost problem, they
turn to the community. Their four
years of college have left a residue in
consciousness, though it may be diffi-
cult to unearth it. The best thing col-
lege gave them was the ability to think
a little more directly, with a little less
effort than seme people who had
neither natural ability nor the oppor-
tunity for training their mental pro-
cesses. Consequently, they can try to
approach community problems from a
rational point of view and will be none
the worse for their college isolation.
Others, those who neither teach nor
marry, those who set out for careers in
profited less. They have acquired no
direct manner with which to approach
business problems. They must gain a
new kind of poise, dliffering from the
collegiate assurance, more dignified and
more humble. They have had an op-
portunity for fostering their individ-
uality at college. But the struggle has
been one against personalities, not
against economic factors. They have
felt free to develop their tastes, their
culture, their intellects. But they have
not learned to face the reality of life.
ality ( The i
they
What i
in college are compara-
separate from any they wil]
ace, so that they give little as-
; in forming residue for right
; the i college? They
three sorts. Academic problems,
problems, and the combination
of the two that mil give the most satis-
1 to the individual. Academic
problems develop intellectual taste,
form intellectual habits. These can be
ied out of college. Social problems,
problems that come up in the at-
tempt to adapt oneself to one's envir-
it. also have habit
-responses.
But out of college, one is never faced
with the same problems of adaptation.
This is where criticism can thrust its
gi-eatest wedge into the college com-
The ability to work and play,
the coordin-
of time and activities both mental
physical, teach one to lead a
ced life. This desire to continue
e a balanced life ^vill hang over,
although the qualities to be balanced
topic of world peace.
Yet it is one of the all important prob-
Of what value is student opinion in
such a question? It is of greatest
value, more than we in college realize.
What we think here is going to influ-
ence us all the rest of our lives. Why
not then, start thinking now for pe
An interesting series of articles ir
December issue of the Intercollegian
has several good suggestions for
movements in the colleges. Its
valuable suggestion, however, is
whatever attitude we do take in college
on this question of peace, "it is going
vitally to matter."
In view of the petition proposing
"that undergraduate students of Wel-
lesley college be allowed to remain out-
side the town of Wellesley without a
chaperon until 12 o'clock Saturday
night, providing they have an escort
and providing their plans have been
approved by the heads of houses";
Senate has passed the following regula-
A senior may apply to the Dean
of residence for permission to be absent
ut a chaperon after 10:00 P.M.
permission will be considered for
Saturday nights only."
:e 720 students signed this peti-
ve feel that Senate's reasons for
differing in part with the request
hould be more fully placed before the
NEWS report of the meeting.
vas decided that setting ^ limit
o'clock for the late
the i
From this analysis, it follows that for
great number of the college commun-
/, college does supply unnatural situ-
ions which will be met here, but in
) other place. College life is ideal in
e sense that it is not real. Education,
s. absolutely. But universities in
large cities, provide courses which can
develop the intellect without diminish-
le social worth of the college in-
dividual.
ACTIVE PEACE INTEREST
Not since the dim far away days
when the Armistice was signed, has
the World War seemed as close as it
has this year. During the summer we
read All Quiet on the Western Front;
Journey's End. No one could possibly
help being impressed, stirred emotion-
ally, and set to questioning.
But that temporary reaction is as
far as we usually go. We shudder ap-
propriately, try to make some clever
remark on the ghastly futility of all
war, and then let the matter drop.
After that most of us are indifferent.
one seems so impossible that we hardly
bother to worry about it. We were too
would not close in time to enable stu-
1 to Wellesley by 12. Therefore,
Senate preferred to leave the hour of
turn indefinite, to be decided accord-
g to the particular case.
The petition asked only for girls with
corts to have this permission. Senate
It that the opportunity for giiOs to go
' the theatre, etc., in groups without
escorts was one of the main advantages
of the idea. Tlierefore, nothing definite
group, leaving all such
to te made individually
prcval of the Dean of
It was the opinion of the Senate that
it would be unwise certainly for fresh-
men to have this privilege. It was
expected compUcations in administer-
ing it are apt to arise which are simply
c-rreeted if just a small group is in-
volved. Therefore, it was made a
special senior privilege and an oppor-
spcnsibility of planning their time.
The students petitioning wanted to
have the Heads of Houses give the late
uniform policy of granting these per-
missions unless all are made from one
central place. Senate preferred to have
all requests go to the Dean of Resi-
The rule, then, is a flexible one, ready
to be adjusted to individual cases.
Margaret A. Clapp.
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
vHll be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do TWt hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
To the Wellesley College News:
There seems to be a wave of interest
in foreign affairs, foreign students, and
youth movements. An interest which
is unfortunately limited to an anxious
and worried discussion of how really to
be interested and get evei-yone else
thinking about these problems; peace
and the world at large; the interna-
tional point of view is what is wanted,
but found lacking.
The college has undoubtedly enough
organizations to foster any sporadic
dently not enough people. C. A.,
Liberal Club, Cosmopolitan Club, Cur-
rent Events on Monday mornings and
Thursday afternoons should be suffi-
cient to give a real atmosphere of
foreign interest to the college at large.
But all these are not successful; there
is lassitude and ignorance on every side.
We do not know the foreign students
and we do not care. Discussions, the
very word is enough to make us turn
subject. In foreign universities, there
is all the intellectual enterprise which
we lack and lament, but we cannot in-
culcate it into our student life, unless
we adopt the other habits of the Euro-
peans. We shaU not have understand-
ing and world interests, until we adopt
the English habit of stopping in at the
tea shop and the continental custom
of di'opping in at the wine shop. All
UNREASONABLE RATIONS
To the Wellesley College News:
in Wellesley cone
er directly or indirectly
with the matter of nutrition. Com-
paratively few people take those offered
chemistry and physiology, but almost
;ry undergraduate has her experi-
ce with Hygiene 120. A good pt
d meals. The course goes further
in having the students submit
for the approval of the instruc-
other words, every girl, by the
United States of America
get me, though my picture is in the
papers all the time. I've been awfully
good this year, I mean really and truly
good. Haven't you noticed it? The
place here has been so quiet; there
haven't been any questions burning at
all and no masses meeting. Oh. I've
things I do want for Christmas.
First of all I wish you'd take away
that paper I have due the first day
after vacation, and while you're doing
that you might speak to the authorities,
gently but firmly, Santa, about that
Then I'd like a pair of green gloves
like Ev Pierce's, aren't they the nuts,
and a pair of ear muffs. They're good
for class wear. Then if you want to
make me really happy, tell me some
way of making my old dresses longer or
my legs shorter, so that I can have a
train on all my dresses too. With my
skirts still short I feel positively un-
dressed, really I do.
I wish you'd buy the Wellesley apple
orchards so that we perhaps could have
a different dessert, once in a while,
maybe. You might look into the
chicken situation also. Our egg lunches
are becoming too much of a good thing.
And next semester I won't want any
eight-forties, and no afternoon classes
tilled the idea that her pro-
1 carbohydrate intake
lot be a preponderance
Pt any one of these in her diet.
lus far the college dees nobly by
undergraduate in giving her a good
theoretical knowledge of diet. But it
;o deficient in its practise as to make
; stress placed on the theory of diet
:her ludicrous. Why spend hours
ching freshmen not to have a meal
preponderant in starch and then place
the Quad houses; Fried
griddle cakes and maple syrup
1 of c
he sort of meal that freshmen planned
n their ideal menus? Does this repre-
ent the balanced diet that physicians
ecommend? In fact, is this meal any-
thing for the college to be proud of?
appeal for some sort of reform in
general planning of menus. Surely
there is no need for skin, figures, and
disposition to be upset by meals like
nd others of the same sort. Cer-
12:40 classes do not benefit from
the presence of the people made drowsy
:h a ridiculously heavy and un-
planned meal.
And while I think of it. do give Barn
something nice for Christmas. They've
been awfully good lately.
I've just got a new idea! I wish
you'd take some of my things home for
me. My suitcase is jammed, and
there's still that pottery elephant and
the two books to go. I simply haven't
mind tucking my overshoes in some-
where, will you? That's a dear boy.
Santa there's one more thing I want
a gardenia or two to wear home, that's
all.
Imagine, I nearly forgot the most
important things of all, that fur coat
I've been wanting, and the trip to Ber-
muda. But you've heard me talk about
tfiose for some time haven't you? It's
so nice that Santas are too far away
to have anything to do with that awful
stock market.
Sorry to be in such a hurry, but I'll
v.Tite again soon.
Lilly Lou.
With the Usual Apologies
handlebars to pray.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
NEW YORK THEATRICAL SCENE
Berkeley Square, the delicate fantasj
Bittcrsioeet, Noel Coward's latest mu-
sical show, is stUl running at the Zieg-
feld Theatre. The English company
wliich is playing it. is headed by Evelyn
Laye, the channing singer and actress.
Strictly Dishonorable, a comedy, or
what may happen to any nice girl in
those haunts of ginthetic sin. the
speak-easies," is amusing and well
produced. It is playing at the Avon
Mrs. Fiske, in Ladies of the Jury.
Sweet AdeliTie. starring Helen Mor-
gan and Charles Butterworth, is mo-
deled on Sluno Boat, and offers pleas-
Subway Express, a speciaUy fancy
murder in a subway train, gives lusty
melodrama for those wishing thrills.
Broken DisJies, the comedy of a hen-
pecked husband's revolt, is amusing
American satire. Donald Meek is play-
ing a leading role, and gives an ex-
cellent interpretation.
The Criminal Code is one of the out-
standing serious plays of the season,
effectively produced at the National
Top Speed, a promising musical
comedy, will be shown at Forty-sixth
Street Theatre. This show, and Wai-
ter Hampden in Riclielieu, will be of-
fered on Christmas night.
Meteor, which had its world premier
in Boston, will open at the Guild
Theatre on December 23. This play,
which doesn't give Lynn Fontaine
much opportunity for displaying her
abilities, however, is well worth seeing.
The plot is unconvincing, because it






Bamswallows "are to be congratu-
lated" on tlieir departure from the
realms of symbolism and tragedy into
that of pure farce in Fall Formals, De-
cember 13 and 14. Torch'Bearers, a
flippant satire of the Little Theatre
movement, is a play of no great merit.
tainment with a large number of
laughs, a considerable achievement.
More credit is due to the actors than
to the playwright, however. The play,
while of a more sure-fire entertaining
nature than some which might have
been chosen, is not one which, like
Barrie or Shaw, will put itself across
of its own accord. Its success depended
the occasion by giving an unusually
good performance.
The extreme types of the farce were
in general well chosen. Victoria Eisen-
burg as Mrs. Pampinelli, the amateur
directress, demonstrated the "dramatic
instinct" which formed so large a part
of her conversation. Appearance, cos-
tume and gestures were deliciously ap-
propriate to a type familiar to most
of the audience. Julilly House, too.
took naturally to the part of Mrs. Rit-
ter, naive sweet lady who aided the
play within the play to go on despite
any increase in the mortality of mere
husbands. These two were well sup-
ported by those who had shorter roles.
The part of Jenny, the Cockney maid,
was among the most difficult of the
ciaracter parts, as it cal'ed for com-
plete disguise of voice and manner, and
it was admirably fllled by Natalie
Burggraf. Mary Gage as Mr. Spindler,
Mrs. Pampinelli's right hand, which
was all too apt to fail in time of need,
rave a diverting and natural interpre-
The hilarious second act rather over-
shadowed the other two. While this
act had rather more frequent oppor-
tunities for laughs, with the business
of Mr. Spindler's alarm clock and Mr.
Twiner's i Gladys Meyer) moustache, it
is possible that a speeding of the tem-
po of the firet and third acts might
have lessened the contrast. Nowhere,
however, was the action so slow as to
be dull, and rumor has it that the
tempo was improved on the second
night of the performance.
The set for the fii-st and third acts,
the living-room of the Ritter home,
was of a type generally styled "effect-
with rather than stressed the c
ter of Mrs. Ritter, its supposed t
Costumes, on the other hand
and colors were unobtrusively appro-
priate. The scarlet satin of the flam-
boyant Mrs. Pampinelli. and Mrs. Hit-
ter's pastel shades were helpful in
giving a clear impression of their
E. U.. -30.
CHRISTMAS CONCERT
The Christmas Concert. Friday. De-
cember 13, in Billings Hall, inttoduced
the College Chorus in a program with
other music students. The first num-
bers were two organ preludes well
played by Mary Heiss. '32. Marion
Knoblauch, SO, then played two piano
selections, the first an interesting mod-
vn Polonaise by Mac-
played with power and
olstein, '32. followed with
a lovely Liszt selection.
The Chorus, led by Mr. Beveridge,
ade an excellent appearance. The
French carol especially was delightfully
done. Marcia Purmort, '30, then played
and Toccata from Nie-
and Sarah Supplee. '30. played
the delightful Ballade in A Flat of
Chopin. Ruth Bannister sang and the
:ame back to give the final
consisting of carols.
E. P., '32.
[SS GORDON TALKS OF BOOKS
AS INTERESTING XMW GIFTS
On Monday. December 9, Miss Gor-
m of Hathaway House spoke in
EUlings Hall on "Books as Christmas
Gifts." She brought with her a few
examples of unusual books and with
ese she began her talk. Many of the
trancing new books for wee children
e from foreign countries. There is
Pelle's New Suit from Germany, which
ery delicate illustrations. Several
from Czechoslovakia have pic-
tures in bright colors that would make
go look for a child to show them
Those who still remember Millions
of Cats will welcome The Funny Thing
Wanda Gag. and for small children
3 can't resist monkeys or crocodiles
re is A Monkey's Tale. But one
k must git least be glanced at among
those for older children, and that is
Hitty—Her First Hundred Years. This





and on Fifth Avenue has a dramatic
meeting with Charles Dickens,
In choosing a book for an older per-
n Miss Gordon emphasized the im-
ntance of learning what their inter-
ts are. Thus for j
prints and a reprint of Anthony Trol-
ope's Hunting Sketches would be very
luitable. For people interested in his-
ory there is Americana, including
biographies of Smith. Coolidge and
Hanna. There Is also Mark Van Doren's
Autobiography of America. Numerous
books on other phases of history are
constantly tempting the reader and
Clemenceau's last book and Whitlock's
Lafayette and Katherine Anthony's
gifts, the
Jos6
considered the foremost pianist
Spain, This is the artist's first tou
America, although he is often hf
in Europe, The programme was va
and displayed the performer's
abilities in technique, interpretation,
and dynamics.
The most charming part of the
programme was the opening Mozart
Smiata in A Major No. 9. The varia-
tions in the first movement were quite
delicate and lovely. Some of the orna-
mentation sounded incredibly like
harpsichord music, which is quite an
acliievement In Mozart. The more
stirring Allegretto gave some hint of
the power which was to be brought
The poetic Schumann Arabesque was
quite warmly interpreted. The second
number. Brahms' Variations on a
Theme by Paganini revealed a depth
of tone which was unexpected. This
same dynamic strength was brilliantly
displayed in Liszt's RJiapsody No. 2.
In the last group of more modern
a la poupee and L'Isle joy-
pressionistic and by Albeniz. who was
an outstanding composer in the recent
revival of Spanish national music.
These compositions were Fete Dieu a
Seville and THana: both were colorful
and interesting and made one feel
quite fortunate to be able to hear ihem
interpreted by a native Spaniard.
MISS WILDER'S RECITAL
Monday evening. December 9. Miss
Jean Wilder, of the Music Department,
played for us. She opened her
program with a group by Handel.
Throughout the three pieces she dis-
ayed a good Handel style, playing
ith utmost ease, simplicity and with-
it emotion. The Prelude from the
Third Suite was notable for its arpeggl.
Allemande and Sarabande from
Eleventh Suite and the Presto from
Third Suite were played with pre-
The famous Waldstein Sonata of
Beethoven came next. Miss Wilder
overcame the technical diflSculties and
played it with ease and poise. Though
she played with good contrast of color,
the long composition became leather
monotonous because of the lack of
feeling. Miss Wilder's main interest
seemed to be in the technical rather
than in the expressive.
The third group started with Brahms'
Intermezzo. Opus 119. No. 3. with which
Miss Wilder showed a warmer style of
playing. She executed the difficult
middle part skillfully and played with
more Are than heretofore. The next
Chopin Etude, Opus 10. No. 7, again
displayed good technical ability, but
The
last number was a charming mod
one, Griffes' Scherzo. The modal sci
were well done and interesting i



















Hundreds of gift sugges-
tions are grouped by price,
—by age,—even by per-
sonality of the possible re-
cipients, so that you can
check your whole Christ-






Due to the Passion Play being presented in Ober-atnmergau there
in 1930. Early reservations are essential.
[=1
We shall operate 40 to 50 Conducted Tours to Europe ranging
from $350 to $1510. Many of these tours will be chaperoned by
Our booklets of Conducted Tours and Independent Travel i
mailed upon request. Why not call and discuss your travel
with one of our staff of travel experts? No obligation, of c
Walter H. Woods Company
80 Boylston St. Boston
ii.t more
It is a gift chosen from the widest assortments of
distinctive rernembrinces assembled from the va-
rious gift-marts of the world. -&> -& It is a gift
as near ri^ht from the standpoint of quality, style,
and value as human merchandising efforts can
make it. <» ^ It is a gift that bespeaks,
through its label, or the box it is wrapped
in, the impeccable integrity of a store
that has never failed to seal its
sales with satisfaction.
[. STEARNS CO.
Out From Dreams and
Theories
CURRENT MAGAZINES AS SOURCES
OF VOCATIONAL INFORMATION
Seniors, juniors, sophomores, fresh-
men! If you definitely expect to enter
some one professional field after gi*adu-
come familiar with the field by regular
(or irregular) scanning of specialized
periodicals'? Or, if you are still trying
to decide between several different
fields of endeavor, do you make any
effort to keep in touch with the new-
est developments in the various lines
Many magazines of a general r
often contain splendid articles of
fessional journals are to be found ir
the college library.
A suggestive list of the more popular
type of such magazines is printed
low. Frequent consultation shoulc
helpful!






"On the dramatic critics. I am con-
vinced, must lie the major portion of
the blame for this apparent inferiority
of current plays to cuiTent novels.
Some of them do their gallant best to
froth at the mouth over a play that
wins their approval, but in the main
they are a pedestrian lot. They are
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
euphonious monosyllable which w
worth as much in literary criticis
the pre-war adjective 'great.' or 10,000
post-war greats, or 100 greatest-things
-
since-Hamlets. Then book-reviewing
may come back to sanity, although the
deflation of criticism may also deflate
some Imposing, at present, reputations."
) call £
.t the greatest i
enough, even










NEEDS NEW CRITICAL COINAGE
Comparing criticisms of modern
masterpieces on the bookshelf and on
the stage, Elmer Davis reaches the
conclusion that although American
dramaturgy is on the whole more com-
petent today than ever before, Ameri-
can fiction has reached such an apogee
of greatness as no art ever attained In
the world's history. This stupendous
conclusion he questions in an article
in the current Theatre Guild Magazine,
Criticizing the Critics.
"American literature does all the
manage only now and then—it contin-
ually surpasses itself; it reaches every
week a new height for all time. Read
any book review. Peruse these reasoned
verdicts
. . . and see if it is not a
more than golden age which offers
contemporary
greater than Elizabethan literature, or
1, or Augustan; some of them
might have qualms even about pro-
nouncing it superior to the total out-
put of the dead and damned Victorians.
Regarding it in perspective, over a
it has much originality, much vitality,
much promise; but few of them would
be ready to pronounce it, in toto, one
world's history. Yet when they come
to examine it in detail, they discover
new Hamlets, new Ca7idides. new Don
Quixotes every Sunday. Something
e. The addition does not
right; the whole is smaller
than the sum of its parts.
it possible to restore something








be difficult, since the
c has considerably more
latitude: he can talk about the players,
direction, the staging; he has far
3 opportunity to be precise and ob-
jective. Furthermore, whereas literary
mainly concerned with do-
of immense fecund inspiration.'
" 'The richest assortment of h
man life since the Canterbury P
"
'The finest essay since Emt
pity the poor Elizabethans who had to
put up with Shakespeare and Mar-
lowe; or the benighted Athenians who
at their best had only Sophocles, Eu-
ripedes, Aristophanes and Herodotus to
feed their appetites for literature.
Theatre Paltry by Contrast
"How paltry, by contrast, is the
showing of the American theatre! Look
through the theatrical advertising In
that same Sunday paper in which
American publishers offer a crop of
masterpieces equal to the whole ac-
cumulation of all clvilzatlon past,
doing justice to the customer. And
playgoers seem to be more modest than
book buyers in their expectations.
They do not demand greatness, or at
least an attempt at greatness in every
play, as apparently the book buyers do.
"Great" Has been Devalued
"The adjective 'great,' which once
meant something in literary criticism,
he last ten years,
once respectable
currencies of pre-war Europe. To say
great is to give
a novel is almost
great is ahnost to deny that it is a
possess. Critics ought to get together,
did European financiers, and se-
isly set themselves to stabilize their
ROADS NOT_FOR_PEDESTRIANS
To the Wellesley College News:
Has Wellesley a Suicide Club? T.
harrassed motorist and the startl'
spectator join in the query. To dri
a car thi-ough the Campus is to e
perience a series of shocks to the ne
vous system which will, oft«n enoui
repeated, finish off the driver as wi
as the girls who block her path. .
Homestead Gart^e the motorist mu
slow down to five miles an hour
escape slaughtering two
bicycles who are either very
their balance or are training for a
deville act of freak bicycling.
Where the lake path crosses the road
beyond Homestead a snowball fight is
progress and the motorist escapes
h a snowball on her right front
window. But her troubles are by no
i ended. All the way from Dower
to Founders she must contend with the
pedestrians who spurn the rustic charm
of board-walks and keep to the wide
open spaces of the road where it is
possible to walk four-abreast un-
molested, yes, because the motorist
creeps along behind them, tooting her
horn hopefully, and stopping dead In
her tracks when the foursome pauses
to exchange banter with an approach-
ing group of "road-hogs" from Christ-
mas-Ti-ee-Alley way. Fi-om the Power
House to the path which leads off to
Mary Hemenway the motorist is con-
fronted, this time by a whole army in
the road. There is nothing so system-
Stragglers trail along in isolated im-
perturbility in the center of the road
while somebody demonstrates a foil!
dance to an admiring circle on the
right. The motorist takes to the left
gutter where she barely misses twc
girls deep in confidences. The motorist
slams on her brakes, skids, and finally
negotiates the turn into Central Street,
hair on end, and her nerves
motorist
ntrol which has thus
far characterized her under such trials,
—and woe betide the foursome that
ocks her path!
No one thinks of walking down the
iddle of the road on Central Street
or Washington Street. There are
plenty of sidewalks on campus. Why
show that you "know your place,"
keep on the sidewalks, give
your skins?





Garter Belts and Bandeaux
Dexdale Silk Hosiery
Daintily Wrapped and Boxed





^ TIhe Blue Dragon ^
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
11.00 A. M. lo 7.30 P. M. Sunday, 5J0 to 7J0 P. M.
ntnhe this a
CHBISTMAS!
We're glad to see that gadget-buyers seem to
be less in evidence this year than formerly,
but there are bound to be the late-comers
who invariably leave their gift selecting
until the last minute. Quite unnecessary
is it, however, to select some useless nick-
nack because of lack of time—for is
there not a Thayer McNeil shop right
in the "Vil," replete with gifts for
every age and temperament! Prac-
tical things are here for women
and misses, men, boys and chil-
ren. Make these la precious
shopping hours count by pay-
ing a visit to our Wellesley






his book from a work of Jehan M'
who calls Louis XI, "the universal
spider," but tlie title seems unfortu-
nate in that it raises up again the pic-
ture of Louis which the author is seek-
ing to explain and partially disprove.
Through the pages of our romant
novels and across the stage of our drs
Louis. This, Mr. Lewis has recognized
as unjust, and as a result he has
ten, not a biography of Louis, but what
he calls. Some Aspects of Louis XI \
France and His Companions.
The reader on finishing the book does
not sit back with a chronological view
of Louis' life, development and aci
ments. If each page were to hav
date of the year in which the e
which it records occurred, the
would go almost in circles. Clu-onicling
the author has left to other liistoj
As he declares in his Prefatory
he believes that "to know that Robes-
pierre was not only foppish in dress t
finicking in his manner of eating
oranges, which lie took great pride
peeling with one hand is to increa:
one's stock of understanding of tl
temperament of that frigid fanatic and
sophist, and to provide one more k
tlie significance of others of his
erences more laden with consequence
for hisory." In this attitude Mr. 1
has entered the Fifteenth Century
with which he is already so familiar
because of his searches for all traces
of that elusive poet, Francois Villon.
Throughout the village he goes, watch-
ing the apprentices at their work,
avoiding the mud and dirt in the
street, and once reaching a town in
time to see the people emerge
from the fortified protection of
then- town's walls to rejoice over the
truce with the Swiss. He sees the di-
vine mfluence of the enthusiasm,
ergy, and keen intelligence of the ]
of Orleans and traces the rewaldng of
France which she in her dreams began
on through the life of Louis.
Thus it is that Louis does not emerge
as the cruel and crafty tyrant of
hands and proves and trains his e>
tive ability by his rule of the provi
It is the recognition and respect foi
administrative power that is one o:
interesting things to see in tlie Memoirs
of Commynes, that close friend i
aid of Louis, who recognized so \
the power and purpose of the king,
a time when Louis was ill he wr.
"We made little haste to do anything
in the matter, but awaited the end of
his malady: for he was a master
with whom it behooved one to drive
straight." This was an unpres;
tribute to pay, and when one con;
ers it, charges of trickery and cruelty
made against Louis sink into mini
significance, and the man emerges :
a King of France who gave of his e
to build up the fabric of his stat
But Louis does not stand alone ;
It : had
himself walked down the stre
roads of medieval France, no^
the dust of a band of robbers,
rich splendor of the Duke of Burgundy,
now speaking with an honest towns-
man, now being splashed with the mud
from the passing of one of the spies
of the king, and now standing in won-
der watching the sunset light up the
glass in the great rose window of a
church, while from within come the
sweet, high strains of songs in praise
of Our Lady.
A. P. K.. SI.
Freshmen Illusions Shattered by Terrible
Truth of Stories Spread by Vpperclassmen
Since those first hectic days of
freshman bewilderment, tills report-
er has listened with most satisfying
creduUty to every kind of tale spun
out for her by kind upperclassmen.
She has been told about strange
rules and practices at Wellesley.
She has heard vague rumors about
housemothers, faculty, in fact, all
Important People. She has been
gullible and trusting, but now in
desperation rebels.
The first illusion shattered is that
never did kind alumnae donate cer-
tain money to Noanett or any other
freshman house for the everlasting
preservation of tiie inevitable mar-
malade pot. Nor was Fiske's remark-
able cook ever subsidized for the
pui-pose of continuing the high
grade of food served there. The
only truth is the tale that once upon
a time, a Mr. Fiske donated a fund
for beautifying the quad, in mem-
ory of his daughter, a student in
Wellesley, who was especially inter-
ested in botany. This money, after
having beautified the quad, now has
made possible the lovely terrace and
stream in the meadow back of Fiskq.
Tliough even yet, we don't see the
landscape gardening, even
ploited. It was solemnly told that
at a yearly gathering of house-
awarded to the one with the m
economical budget for feeding :
house. We are happy to say this
untrue. Quite the opposite is tr
for there is no desire to stint or .
the college
m, $100, or
even $1,000, for each holiday on
which it keeps open. This also is
false, for the college opens or is
closed as it pleases.
But when it came to rumors of
faculty "pro," there we listened and
learned. Of course there is no
faculty "pro," but a committee on
marks checks up on the grades giv-
en by the faculty, reminding some
to be flunked. It is nice to have
the balance kept this way.
Of course in freshman days, we
were all told about the saltpeter
which is supposedly put into food
However, with superior intelligence,
even in our freshman days, we sus-
pected this for what it is, an un-
Recently. there has gone the
rounds another rumor which stu-
dents and faculty alike have told,
for absolute truth. This is that
Sothern's non-appearance a fort-
night ago was due in part, to pres-
sure brought to bear by the Boston
Junior League. The Junior League,
however, had nothing to do with
his absence here. They were only
insisting that his engagement with
them be kept.
Thus the Junior League's fair
name is kept pure, our housemoth-









A;K Dad to make your Christmas gift a round trip ticket to
Europe next summer. See fiow inexpensive the United
States Lines makes it. For example^ you can go Tourist Third
Cabin to England or France on the palatial cabin liner
REPUBLIC for $1 84.50 round trip. A few dollars more ... and
you can cross in 5 days, 6 hours as a "Tourist Third" on the
LEVIATHAN, World's Largest Liner. Or on those great
cabin flyers, the AMERICA and the GEORGE WASHINGTON.
College atmosphc re invests you . . . because the United States
Lines is the official fleet of 103 college and university alumni
organizations. And your accommodations are so cheery and
modern . . . individual dining tables sealing four and six . . .
ventilation and airiness in clean, trim staterooms . . . won-
derful food . . . and a sun deck that is a regular stadium of play.
Write for this Booklet
Send at once for our new brochure, TOURIST THIRD CABIN
TO EUROPE. Read and see how delightful the United States
Lines makes your days at sea. Let Dad read, tool Then
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19 Washington Slreel Tel. 1867
Merry may your Christ-
mas be






BILL, THE COP, GIVES FAMOUS
THEORY OF FRESHMEN MOANING
"Once upon a time," said Bill the
PoJiceman, "There were three little
freshmen, who had three Little bi-
"Stop!" we said. "We don't want to
hear any more stories about little fresh-
men. They aren't exciting, and any
scious to hear so much about them-
selves. They think they're funny. We
want you to tell us a really good story."
"No," said Bill, "The college authori-
ties wouldn't like me to do that. As I
was saying, once upon a time there
were three little freshmen who had
three little bicycles, and they used to
ride them up to classes every day. Well
one day—Wait a minute. Do you hear
thought : the
One day those three ittle
went out into the back yard
do in the village, you know, to
bicycles, and what do you sup
We didn't know.
"Those bicycles were ;one!"
"Oh," we said, just lil e that
any exclamation point.
"WeU," said Bill, "t hat's
turn. In the French bourgeosisie these
two tendencies meet a happy medium.
Unfortunately, the English middle class
lacks polish and imagination, and
America can offer no distinct class at
all.
To the Englishman, good fonn is
more than good manners, and it may
often allow great rudeness. As a whole
the English lack the curiosity necessary
for good manners, for curiosity means
sympathy and interest in others. Be-
very modest and disliking intensely
show off, they don't want to show
emotion and don't care to please, and
hence their apparent boredom. But
this indifference, although it may be
Comme il faut at home, has no place
among strangers, for it creates a
strained atmosphere. Is not the test
if good manners one's behaviour
mong strangers? A sense of superior-
ty. of self-sufficiency, is partly respon-
ible for the "blank, classic stare" of
he EngUshman.
The manners of the great English
ad>'—at home—are all to be desired
f her or anyone else. She is at ease
everywhere and succeeds in making
She is
Back of
enough to give you the creeps."
ever find the bicycles?"
"That is the most important part of
the story—the rest isn't so good. The
Natick police found the bicycles and
so they notified the Wellesley police,
who notified me. And so I notified the
Infonnation Bureau, and they notified
the official Sign Poster, and the Official
Sign Poster finally posted a sign by the
El table. But it didn't make any differ-
ence. One of the freshmen went and
ciaimed hers, but the rest were too
wasted away with grief to do anything.
That's why you can still hear them
moan. Gradually they wUl become dis-
embodied spirits, and haunt bicycle
racks. And on windy nights people will
shiver and say, 'Listen, I hear the three
freshmen moaning for tlieir bicycles.
and they loill not be comforted!'
"
ire to please. She
bligation to the :
community, and consequently, treats
e right way. But
take her out of her set and place her




'20 Barbara Wilson t
Married
'18 Margaret Howe tc
nett Hill, October 24.
21 Marjorie Twitchel]
Lewis Quackenbush.
'23 R. Josephine Brown to Mr.
Robert Briggs Barclay, October 19.
'26 Charlotte Denny to Mr. Donald
Marion Pillsbury.
a daughter and second child, E
'20 To Frances Galpin Thon-
third child, in October.
'22 To Jean Ashton Eldred,
Kenneth McKetchnie, November
ETHICS OF FOREIGN MANNERS
A CONTRAST TO U. S. COURTESY
Just what constitutes good manners,
and a rather general comparison of
the manners of the English and the
Americans is the subject of Mary
Borden's discussion on Manners in the
December Harpers Monthly. Good
manners have changed with the chang-
but ,
tight skirt." nor has one time ii
rushing, whirling world to make i
longed bow. The young people (
the '
rate insincerity" of yesterday. Sincer-
ity, simplicity, brevity they demand in
their vigorous and gallant hfe. The
essence of good manners is the ability
to put people at their ease, and that
of bad manners is the faculty of
satisfied with
The
desiringis a sociable ere
ment, admiration,
She constantly strives to please,
he may be popular. To be alone
ieard of. She would be bored
he quiet life of her English sis-
r many lonely evenings. And the
thinks American life
tterly senseless. Such mad rushing
that
LAST YEAR'S BARN STARS ACT
IN CLEVELAND PERFORMANCES
i is the
date Johnson and Kay Cast,
lis winter at the Cleveland Playhouse.
They are members of the Student
Staff of the Playhouse company and so
lis winter have had parts in three
It was a h:
play chosen for Cleveland's annual
"Wellesley Night" under the auspices
of that city's Wellesley Club was Mol-
nar's "Olympia" a comedy in which
Kay Cast took the part of the Countess
Lina. The other parts in the play were
all taken by members of the regular
staff. Miss Cast writes that "it is not
so thrilling as playing before a
CO-EDUCATION HELPS GIRLS
TO CHOOSE RIGHT HUSBAND
choosing their fut
Reed, professor of Personnel Ad-
ministration at the School of Educa-
of New York University. Dr.
Reed also advised any girls wishing to
a CO-educational college, she will meet
all types of men and learn just which
type she gets along best mth. Then,
whether she marries a college mate
or not. she will have something to
guide her when she finally makes her
Dr. Reed, herself a graduate of the
University of Nebraska, a co-educatton-
al school, and married, believes that a
girl should have an opportunity to
compare herself mentally with « man
girl does not 1"
sion: She never sees his dirty finger
nails. She does not know whether he
is at heart a spendthrift or a miser,
and what is more important, she is
ignorant of his disposition.
"By being his classmate, the girl
will have a chance to observe him
when he knows nothing about it. She
can learn his bad qualities as well as
his good ones, and by meeting him day
after day she wi:
"If a girl has attended a co-ei
important that she continue her
cation in a mixed college. If she
that the presence of men
with her class work, then a segregated
college is advisable. She should how-
lany beaux before they grad-
, college feel rather self-suffi-
are inclined to the opinion
they must have a knowledge of man
tirely different viewpoint from women,
By becoming acquainted with them m
her college days, a woman is better
able to make adjustments in her later
"Both segregated and co-educational
colleges have their peculiar advan-
tages and we are looking fonvard to
the time when we will be able to tabu-
late and measure them to determine
which is preferable in the long run.
As yet there is no scientific way of
finding out which plan is best for an
individual."


















EVER RAN AFTER A
TRAIN THAT WAS
GOING FASTER THAN
HE WAS KNOWS THERE
IS NOTHING ELSE TO
DO BUT.
Run far enough, work
long enough, play hard
enough and you've got to
?lreshesmakes
; big hit. Happily you
can find it around the cor-
ner from anywhere, wait-
ing for you in an ice-cold
Coca-Cola, the pure drink
T HAD GOOD TO GET
*«^^
"^Jt
